INTRODUCTION
Many researchers and clinicians have taken the value of hepatic venous pressure gradient (HVPG) as an essential prognostic factor in subjects with chronic liver disorders [1]. HVPG alterations characterize a predictive value in subjects at the beginning of the disease (HVPG 6 – 10 mmHg) as well as in subjects in whom hemodynamically significant portal hypertension has developed (HVPG ≥ 10 mmHg). In various scenarios, HVPG values are strictly linked to clinical outcomes. The course of esophageal varices, the risk of ascites and encephalopathy as well as the risk of hepatocellular carcinoma development are associated with HVPG in individuals with liver cirrhosis [2-4].

Additionally, subjects responding to pharmacotherapy of portal hypertension (e.g., decrease in HVPG values > 20% or ≤ 12 mmHg) characterized a clear risk drop of portal hypertensive complications. They also exhibited a better prognosis [5]. Moreover, early HVPG assessment is a useful marker when used in the course of acute variceal bleeding [6]. Other indications for HVPG measurement are displayed in Table 1.

THE AIM
Our review aims to present the feasibility and applicability of HVPG in modern clinical practice in patients with liver cirrhosis, including invasive and non-invasive methods.
HVPG INVASIVE MEASUREMENT

Hepatic vein catheterization with HVPG assessment is the current gold standard in verifying portal pressure. HVPG is determined as the difference between the wedged hepatic venous pressure (WHVP) and the free hepatic venous pressure (FHVP). Worth stressing is the fact that WHVP is assessed by occluding the hepatic vein. Blood flow blockage causes pressure equalization with the preceding vascular territory (hepatic sinusoids). This means that WHVP is a surrogate of hepatic sinusoidal pressure, not portal pressure. In healthy subjects, WHVP is only a bit lower (by ~1 mmHg) than portal pressure; however, in cirrhosis, WHVP gives an exact estimate of portal pressure. It was confirmed both for alcoholic and viral cirrhosis. FHVP corresponds to the not occluded hepatic vein pressure [8].

PROCEDURE DETAILS

We obtain FHVP by maintaining the catheter’s tip free in the hepatic vein at 2 – 4 cm from its orifice. FHVP value ought to resemble the value of inferior vena cava pressure. A difference of more than two mmHg suggests that the catheter is positioned inappropriately or that a hepatic vein obstruction exists.

WHVP is assessed in an occluded hepatic vein. This is obtained by wedging the catheter tip in a small-diameter branch of the hepatic vein or by inflating a balloon at the catheter’s tip. Adequate occlusion of the hepatic vein is confirmed by slowly injecting 5 mL of contrast medium into the vein without observing reflux of the contrast or its washout through communications with other hepatic veins. Occlusion of the hepatic vein by balloon inflation is the preferred technique. The volume of liver circulation sensed by this method is much larger than that attained by wedging the catheter, which reduces measurement variability. Using end-hole, non-balloon catheters is associated with high HVPG variability between various hepatic veins. WHVP should be measured until the value remains stable, preferably for at least 40 seconds. All measurements should be performed at least twice, and all measurements should be recorded. Table 2 presents the elements which should be included in the result. The example procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.

PROCEDURE SAFETY

HVPG measurement is a procedure with a favorable safety profile. Serious complications are mostly restricted to local injuries at the puncture site (femoral, jugular, or antecubital veins) and include hematoma and bleeding, or rarely — arteriovenous fistula or Horner syndrome (in the case of jugular puncture). Ultrasonographic guidance might be additionally used when available, as this tool considerably reduces the risk of procedural complications. The catheter advancement via the right atrium might induce supraventricular arrhythmias (mainly ectopic beats), but in over 90% of cases, they are self-limited.

Although coagulation disorders are common in patients with cirrhosis, only cases of severe thrombocytopenia (platelet levels < 20 x 10^9/L) or a low prothrombin ratio (below 30%) call for the replacement of platelets or transfusion of fresh frozen plasma. The procedure carries only little discomfort. Carried out under moderate conscious sedation (0.2 mg/kg intravenous midazolam, which does not influence HVPG measurement), the procedure’s acceptability is comparable to that of upper gastrointestinal tract endoscopy [8].

PROCEDURE LIMITATIONS

Rossle et al. systematically evaluated FVHP measurement accuracy [9]. The study showed that, due to the hepatic vein’s conical shape, pressure recordings in the free hepatic vein are substantially affected by the catheter’s location. Repeated measurements may be biased by different locations of the catheter’s tip and are succumb to manipulation. The authors showed that discrepancies between two locations might exceed the pharmacologic intervention’s expected effects (10% – 25% reduction in the HVPG value), bringing into question the reliability of the procedure using FHVP as an internal reference for HVPG. Therefore, it was recommended to simultaneously measure pressures in the IVC at the level of the hepatic veins’ entrance and to use this recording when the difference between the two pressures is above two mmHg [8].

Also, Silva-Junior et al. focused on the accuracy of the technique. Authors proved that WHVP/FHVP values were more adequate in prognosis determination than WHVP/ inferior vena cava pressure values [10].

Maruyama et al. analyzed the occurrence and hemodynamic features of high-risk esophageal varices with low HVPG values [11]. In the studied population, authors identified 16.4% of subjects with high-risk esophageal varices and HVPG values below 10 mmHg. The venous-venous communication (VVC) incidence was higher in subjects with HVPG values below 10 mmHg (p < 0.01). Subjects with a red sign characterized lower HVPG values (13.3 ± 4.5 mmHg) but advanced left gastric vein hemodynamics (velocity 13.2 ± 3.8 cm/s; flow volume 217.5 ± 126.6 mL/min). On the other hand, subjects without a red sign characterized higher HVPG values (16.2 ± 4.6 mmHg, p < 0.01) and worse left gastric vein hemodynamics (10.9 ± 2.3 cm/s, p < 0.01; 160.1 ± 83.1 mL/min, p = 0.02).

Kim et al. characterized the significance of the classified hemodynamic stage on the basis of HVPG values in subjects with portal hypertension [12]. The following two hemodynamic stage classifications were applied: classification 1 (6 – 9, 10 – 12, 13 – 16, 17 – 20, and > 20 mmHg) and classification 2 (6 – 12, 13 – 20, and > 20 mmHg). Death rates in classification 1 subgroups were 6.3%, 6.9%, 18.0%, 15.6%, and 34.4%, respectively (p < 0.01). Also, in classification 2, subgroups mortality rates differed significantly (p < 0.05). Interestingly, in the multivariable model, only classification 2 was a significant prognostic factor in mortality.
Huang et al. characterized the endoscopic ultrasound-guided portal pressure gradient measurement. The procedure was done with the use of a linear echoendoscope, a 25G needle, and a novel compact manometer. Both portal vein and hepatic vein (or inferior vena cava) were reached through a transgastric (or transduodenal) approach. Twenty-eight subjects underwent endoscopic ultrasound-guided portal pressure gradient measurement. Technical success was 100%, and authors registered no complications. HVPG values ranged from 1.5 – 19 mmHg and highly correlated with clinical features of portal hypertension such as thrombocytopenia (p = 0.04), varices presence (p < 0.01) or portal hypertensive gastropathy (p < 0.01) [13].

Non-invasive measurement techniques

Laboratory parameters

Several non-invasive methods were evaluated as potential screening options for esophageal varices. Some simple parameters were identified as being associated with the presence of varices such as platelet count, prothrombin activity, albumin, alanine aminotransferase, spleen diameter, portal vein diameter, ascites, telangiectasias, or the Child-Pugh classification. However, their utility in predicting esophageal varices was not satisfactory.

Aspartate aminotransferase-to-platelet ratio index (APRI) is another option. It was first established in predicting liver fibrosis in subjects with hepatitis C [14]. Mattos et al. disclosed that APRI characterized 64.7% sensitivity and 43.2% negative predictive value in predicting esophageal varices in subjects with cirrhosis [15]. More recently, Mandal et al. demonstrated that APRI with a threshold of 0.908 characterized 87.3% sensitivity, 71.4% specificity, 92% positive predictive value, and 60% negative predictive value [16]. Consequently, APRI might be a helpful tool in indirectly verifying the esophageal varices risk in subjects with liver cirrhosis.

Another proposed index, platelet count/spleen diameter ratio (PC/SD) with the threshold of 909, characterized 100% negative predictive value. The justification for introducing the PC/SD ratio was the idea to correct thrombocytopenia, which is frequently observed in liver diseases. PC/SD ratio was also confirmed to be a helpful marker to follow-up patients without varices. Still, validation results were not as astounding as in the original research (91.5% sensitivity, 87% negative predictive value) [17]. This was also verified in more recent studies [18].
Hametner et al. evaluated von Willebrand factor antigen (vWF-Ag) to thrombocyte ratio (VITRO score) as a potential marker in predicting hemodynamically significant portal hypertension [19]. Area under the curve (AUC) values showed 0.86 for VITRO score, 0.79 for vWF-Ag, and 0.62 for APRI.

ULTRASOUND
A doppler ultrasound exam is definitely helpful in the assessment of blood flow in the portal and splanchnic vessels as well as in the imaging of morphological abnormalities co-existing with portal hypertension (e.g., splenomegaly, dilatation of the portal vein system, or development of portosystemic collaterals). The damping index (showing changes in the doppler hepatic vein waveform) corresponds with hemodynamically significant portal hypertension and HVPG values (together with HVPG changes after treatment) [20]. An approach to measuring the resistance of the splenic artery using the splenic doppler pulsatility index together with the portal blood flow is also a reliable option. The obtained results correlated more strongly with HVPG values than any other doppler measurements. Lee et al. proved that the splenic arterial resistive index characterized an improved diagnostic performance in comparison with the liver stiffness evaluated in shear wave elastography [21].

Contrastenhanced ultrasound measurements have recently presented interesting data. The application of subharmonic aided pressure estimation (SHAPE) with the use of perflubutane microbubbles characterized a pretty good correlation with HVPG values. This method was validated in a large multicenter study in the USA (NCT02489045) [21]. Subjects at increased risk for variceal bleeding (HVPG ≥ 12 mmHg) had a higher mean SHAPE gradient compared to subjects with lower HVPG values (0.79 dB ± 2.53 vs. -4.95 dB ± 3.44; p < 0.01). The sensitivity was 90%, and the specificity was 80%. The SHAPE gradient between the portal vein and the hepatic vein correlated well with the HVPG values (r = 0.68).

ELASTOGRAPHIC METHODS
Transient elastography was the first method introduced to assess liver stiffness, focused on estimating liver fibrosis. First, transient elastography was applied as an option to invasive liver biopsy for fibrosis staging in subjects with liver disease, especially hepatitis C. Afterwards, transient elastography was proven to characterize a high accuracy in liver cirrhosis recognition. Nowadays, it is generally accepted that transient elastography measurements can also be correlated with the degree of portal pressure. Many researchers tried to overcome liver stiffness limitations on detecting patients with HVPG > 12 mmHg, or those with large esophageal varices, by estimating the spleen stiffness. Spleen enlargement is one of the essential diagnostic signs of advanced liver disease. It would be not irrational to hypothesize that, in contrast to liver stiffness, which seems to correlate well with portal pressure only at the initial stages of portal hypertension (HVPG < 10 mmHg), where the fibrotic component dominates, the spleen stiffness may correlate better with portal hypertension at more advanced stages, when the hyperdynamic circulation and increased portal venous inflow, participates. Studies showed that the combination of liver stiffness and spleen stiffness increased the accuracy of diagnosing patients with advanced compensated cirrhosis not needing screening endoscopy. Karagiannakis et al. disclosed that sequential application of the liver and spleen shear wave elastography predicted hemodynamically significant portal hypertension (HVPG value > 10 mmHg) with high accuracy [22].

In another study, the following parameters were analyzed: liver stiffness, spleen stiffness, PC/SD, liver stiffness-spleen diameter to platelet ratio score, and variceal risk index [18]. The authors observed significant differences among subjects with or without gastroesophageal varices. The optimal threshold for diagnosing the gastroesophageal varices

| Table 1. Clinical applications of hepatic venous pressure gradient (HVPG) measurement |
| Diagnosis of portal hypertension |
| Classification of portal hypertension (prehepatic, intrahepatic, posthepatic) |
| Assessment of disease severity and prognosis |
| Assessment of new therapeutic agents |
| Response to therapy for portal hypertension |

| Table 2. The measurement of hepatic venous pressure gradient. |
| Key data included in the study protocol |
| 1. Access route |
| 2. Type of catheter(s) |
| 3. Hepatic veins used for pressure measurements (right vs middle vs left) |
| 4. FHVP |
| 5. WHVP |
| 6. HVPG |
| 7. Inferior vena cava pressure |
| 8. Right atrial pressure |
| 9. Complications |
| 10. Additional comments |

FHVP – free hepatic venous pressure; WHVP – wedged hepatic venous pressure; HVPG — hepatic venous pressure gradient
presence was 12.3 kPa in case of liver stiffness and 27 kPa in case of spleen stiffness. However, diagnostic accuracy was moderate (AUC: 0.671 and 0.624, respectively).

In a meta-analysis, Song et al. assessed the association between spleen stiffness determined in transient elastography and HVPG values. They also evaluated the accuracy of spleen stiffness measurement in recognizing hemodynamically significant portal hypertension [23]. The agreement between spleen stiffness and HVPG values was good, and spleen stiffness characterized good sensitivity and specificity. Unfortunately, the various threshold values among analyzed studies might hamper the significance of obtained results in clinical practice.

In another meta-analysis, Manatsathit et al. analyzed liver stiffness, spleen stiffness, and liver stiffness-spleen size-to-platelet ratio risk score in detecting esophageal varices and high risk clinically significant esophageal varices [24]. Spleen stiffness and liver stiffness-spleen size-to-platelet ratio risk score were better than only liver stiffness measurement in detecting esophageal varices. These parameters characterized better sensitivity (0.90 and 0.91 vs. 0.85), specificity (0.73 and 0.76 vs. 0.64), odds ratio (3.24 and 3.35 vs. 2.26), and AUC (0.89 and 0.85 vs. 0.82). For high risk clinically significant esophageal varices, spleen stiffness had the highest sensitivity (0.87), followed by liver stiffness (0.85) and liver stiffness-spleen size-to-platelet ratio risk score (0.82); however, spleen stiffness had the lowest specificity (0.52), odds ratio (2.09), and AUC (0.81), whereas liver stiffness-spleen size-to-platelet ratio risk score had the highest specificity (0.77), odds ratio (2.74), and AUC (0.86).

And lastly, Piecha et al. disclose that subjects with reducing liver stiffness on the treatment with propranolol characterized a decreased risk for transplantation or death compared to subjects with elevated liver stiffness irrespective of HVPG values [25].

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
Hemodynamic parameters obtained in magnetic resonance imaging correlate with HVPG values. Gouya et al. proved that the azygos flow determined in MRI correlated well with HVPG values (AUC 0.96, 95% CI 0.91 – 1.00) in subjects with liver cirrhosis due to hepatitis C or alcohol [26]. In a multicenter study, Palaniyappan et al. showed that a predictive model, including splenic artery velocity, significantly correlated with HVPG values and characterized a good HVPG value predictability in a validation group [27].

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
Deng et al. performed a metaanalysis, including 17. They showed that computed tomography sensitivity and specificity in detecting esophageal varices of any size were 87% and 80%, respectively. For highrisk esophageal varices, the values were 87% and 88%, respectively [28]. Moreover, in subjects with liver cirrhosis, splenic clearance determined in computed tomography perfusion imaging characterized excellent performance in recognizing the value of HVPG ≥ 12 mmHg (94% sensitivity, 100% specificity) [29].

CONCLUSIONS
Over 20 years ago, the measurement of HVPG was applied in managing subjects with liver cirrhosis, mainly in the prevention of the first variceal bleeding. HVPG measurement is a feasible method with a favorable safety profile. However, HVPG measurement is not widely available in clinical practice due to its invasive character and limited feasibility. Additionally, hemodynamically significant portal hypertension may be evaluated using non-invasive methods, such as transient elastography.
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